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Jack Venrick
From:
Sent:
Attach:
Subject:

"Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Saturday, November 21, 2009 5:28 PM
Solari Update ~ Money As Spiritual Practice.eml; The Solari Report_ The Global Chessboard.eml
We The People Continental Congress Plan vs. Dr. Edwin Vieira's Plan To Free America

To: Property Rights Groups, Freedom Foundations, Washington State Government, King
King County Government, Media Puget Sound, Friends

Very interesting comments worth your time in below email from Devvy Kidd
Kidd regarding We The People Continental Congress 2009 conventions
going on AND an extremely well written article by Dr. Vieira "Tea Parties
Need Teeth".



Link here, worth printing out and reading twice.
http://www.newswithviews.com/Vieira/edwin201.htm

Dr. Vieira recommends reestablishing a militia, alternative currency, local
food sources, energy independence and assertion of local control in his article
article above. I agree with him on most of his proposals except his use of the
the term "radical innovation in the provision of energy".
"Radically innovating" of the green non energy has created the green extreme
extreme taking of our private and public lands and enslaved us all to the green
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green government, green extreme corporations and the eastern green tax
exempt foundations. It is an illusion to think you can replace the only current
current relative free sources of economically viable power we have in the
world, i.e. fossil fuel and nuclear. Nothing can compete with these megawatts
these megawatts giants now or in the foreseeable future. The idea that these
these are dirty sources of energy are like comparing new technology to old
and ignoring the quantum improvement.
The old paradigm of conning people into believing they must suffer away
their private property to be free will not work any longer.


As we free ourselves from the illusion that the current system is
necessary, we will be a giant step toward true freedom.





The collective go..vernm..ent has become


municipal and private corporations



so called tax-exempt foundation



as well as uncountable interlocking associations

These power centers will not let you and I go free at any price because we are
forced to work for them



No state has been able to break these chains since the original CON CON in 1787.
1787.
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The BAR associations, CPA's, teachers unions, government employee unions,
political parties, you name the group


has their hands in your private and public property



and they will fight to their death and yours, which ever comes first.



They have no concept that they are stealing private property



They have no concept it is NOT necessary



They have no concept that they and the system has bankrupted the
country with this illusion



At least 40% of Americans PLUS the system are living off the other 60%
These 40% AND the SY STEM will die trying to keep you and your
your private and public property in chains


This is not unlike the pre and post first American Revolution


Over 50% of the 3 million colonialist "wanted" to be free



1/3 wanted to stay under King George and the monarchy


At least a 100, 000 of these were forced to flee to
Canada after the revolution



1/3 waffled back and forth depending on where the money was
coming from



1/3 strongly wanted to be free



ONLY 20,000 OR 2/3 OF 1% WERE WILLING TO FIGHT
FIGHT TO THE DEATH
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While General Washington and Martha and some 2000 of the
remaining rag tag frontiers fighters


froze and starved at Valley Forge



the surrounding towns and CONgress fell away in the cold
cold night



If you are fighting to free yourself and others from today's
perverted system


I HOPE THIS HISTORY SHOWS HOW VERY SPECIAL
VERY SPECIAL YOU ARE

The dark forces who took over the union of the independent commonwealths
commonwealths and republics took out 1.2 million lives during the Civil
War so the South could NOT go free nor compete as a separate nation with
the North. If we don't understand the big picture, we will not see the
individual pieces. Once you see the illusion, you will start to see how the
dark side controls the game board. Once you see how these Grand Masters
play their tricks, you will be able to set yourself free.
Growing research in the freedom movement combined with the internet, has
has allowed us to expose this illusion more in the last 20 years than in the first
first 200. The exposure is rapidly escalating. The entire American system has
has become so perverted it forces us to live a lie. Rural property owners
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should feel very proud of themselves to be among our generation waking up
to expose these takings.
This material below may be a repeat for some of you, but thought it may be of
of interest again in light of Dr. Vieira's and Devvy's comments.


In fact most of the below site material is Y OURS, which has been
collected over the years to build a library of freedom

1. Militia - Y ES
"Making Sense of 50 Caliber Machine Guns" http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomToKeepAndBearArms.dwt.asp

2. Alternative Currency - Y ES
A Web Site Report on the Root of All Evil - Lifting The Veil of The
SY STEM of Grand Illusion
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromUnFederalUnReserve.dwt.asp

Please check out the open currency incoming news on this site
3. Energy Independence -Y ES but with fossil fuel and nuclear
Freedom From Alternative Energy Myths
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromAlternativeEnergyMyths.dwt.asp
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4. Assertion of local control - Y ES but don't be easily fooled
"The Illusion of Local Control" http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/CurrentPropertyBattles.dwt.asp

I highly recommend Dr. Vieira's book, "How To Dethrone The Imperial
Judiciary"
Here are a couple quotes from his book FY I.
"Nothing is better settled than that, as to what the Supreme Court curiously
calls "fundamental rights". U.S. v. Butler, 297 U.S. 1,68 (1936)
"The very purpose of the Bill of Rights was to withdraw certain subjects from
from the vicissitudes of political controversy, to place them beyond the reach
reach of majorities and officials and to establish them as legal principles to be
be applied by the courts. One's right to life, liberty, and property, to free
speech, a free press, freedom of worship and assembly, and other fundamental
fundamental rights may not be submitted to vote; they depend on the outcome
outcome of no elections" West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette,
Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 638 (1943)
"To be acceptable, then, "any Form of Government" must "secure" all men's
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"unalienable Rights," must exercise only "just powers," and must never
"become destructive of these ends." Dr. Vieira, pg. 248

Jack Venrick
Enumclaw, Washington
The Boeing Company
30 Y ears Retired
B.S. Electrical Engineering
M.S. Applied Science
Business Administration
Industrial Engineering
www.freedomforallseasons.org

----- Original Message ----From: Devvy Kidd
To:
Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 11:07 AM
Subject: Schulz bull on militia: CC2009: Bold Plan of Resistance Emerging -- Delegates Plan Potent Civic
Actions

See how Schulz is leading people down the path of no solutions -- This is his
understanding of the militia as stated below:

"As to the Second Amendment Right to Keep and Bear Arms, the
resolution of the Continental Congress declares that all regulations, state
and federal, which are repugnant to the express language of the Second
Amendment are ".null and void - including but not limited to, illegal and
unconstitutional restrictions on open and/or concealed carry."
"The arms resolution calls for the citizenry to coordinate with their local
11/22/2009
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county Sheriff in establishing a Constitutional Militia, inherently separate
from the state National Guard. Such militia would be a constitutional
defense force, "comprising all citizenry capable of bearing arms and under
proper authority, in defense of themselves and the states."
What Schulz says above is meaningless gibberish when it comes to understanding
Second Amendment and the Militia. A county Sheriff has no authority to establish
true Militia. Schulz is using fancy word smithing to mislead people.
His faux Continental Congress has no legal authority to declare nullification of any
law or statute. They can bluster and huff and puff, but it means nothing. Same old
good, stay busy convention put on by a master of fancy words. Sign some silly thing
called Articles of Association. Boy, I just know the powerful elite who own Congress
are shaking in their boots over that document.
Oh, yeah. Don't miss the other part below. Sisters and brothers! Pass the hat and
your wallet! Why, this is the work of the Lord! Any amount will do to pay for yet
another round of web cast expenses, printing, petitions, flim flam.
Bob Schulz has nothing on Elmer Gantry.
If people want to stop wasting their time, read Dr. Vieira's speech and then get over
the Committees of Safety web site and see how real grass roots work is being done
will achieve what has to be done as quickly as possible. And - it's free!
http://www.newswithviews.com/Vieira/edwin201.htm
http://www.committeesofsafety.org/
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----- Original Message ----From:
To:
Sent: 11/19/2009 11:27:52 AM
Subject: Fw: [WTP] CC2009: Bold Plan of Resistance Emerging -- Delegates Plan Potent Civic Actions

November 18, 2009

Continental Congress 2009:
Bold Plan of Resistance Emerging
Stark Instructions to State and Federal Officials Coming Forth
Delegates Plan Potent Acts of Civic Resistance

Independence Hall,

Pheasant Run, St. Charles, IL -

Philadelphia, PA -

2009

1774

After a week of intense committee deliberations, sometimes extending well into the early
morning hours, the first formal resolutions of Continental Congress 2009 have begun to
emerge. On Tuesday, the Congress adopted resolutions aimed to ending the federal income
tax fraud and terminating all state and federal firearms regulations as de facto violations of
the plain language of the Second Amendment.
As each of these first resolutions was adopted by the
Assembly, they were loudly and spontaneously celebrated
by the assembled Delegates, with jubilant energy and
great emotion at the emergence of these first acts of
nationally organized resistance to emerge from the
Congress.
If these initial resolutions are any indication, the Congress clearly has set its collective intent
to adopting a volume of provocative and far-reaching "Remedial Instructions" and "Civic
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Actions" to restore the Constitution, and which effects will soon reverberate from sea-to-shining
sea.
Watch the live webcast, see the video archives & donate to help fund the CC2009 event:

T

The Income Tax Instruction to the United States Congress adopted by the Continental Congress
cites several essential facts in U.S. law, including irrefutable documentation establishing that the
16th Amendment is void, ab initio, due to its failure to be properly ratified, and that any direct, un
apportioned tax on the labor of any American is wholly unconstitutional. The resolution cites the
U.S. Supreme Court holding that labor (and the fruits thereof) are, ".the most sacred and
inviolable" property of the citizens of the nation. (Citing Butcher's Union Co. v. Crescent City
Co., 111 U.S. 746, 757)
The tax resolution also calls for Congress to execute the immediate cessation of the (unlawful)
imposition of the practice of withholding of earnings from the paychecks of American citizens
and for the Congress to immediately release and restore all citizens wrongfully imprisoned as a
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result of the "unconstitutional application of the income tax" (laws).
The Civic Actions recommended by the Congress for the People to end the Income Tax fraud
include for the People to contact their local sheriff and demand cooperation with the citizenry to
provide protection from (unlawful) federal and state tax enforcement actions (including
fraudulent, non-judicial "administrative" IRS liens and levys), that citizens prepare to replace or
otherwise recall or impeach any sheriff who refuses to protect their local citizens from ".rogue
federal agents acting under color of law," and for citizens to prepare themselves to withhold
their monies as a means to secure Redress.
As to the Second Amendment Right to Keep and Bear Arms, the resolution of the Continental
Congress declares that all regulations, state and federal, which are repugnant to the express
language of the Second Amendment are ".null and void - including but not limited to, illegal and
unconstitutional restrictions on open and/or concealed carry."
The arms resolution calls for the citizenry to coordinate with their local county Sheriff in
establishing a Constitutional Militia, inherently separate from the state National Guard. Such
militia would be a constitutional defense force, "comprising all citizenry capable of bearing arms
and under proper authority, in defense of themselves and the states."

Official copies of these resolutions and others will be released shortly for public inspection and
distribution. Committee and sub-committee work on "Remedial Instructions" for state and
federal officials will by decree, end at midnight Wednesday (Nov. 18).
Starting tomorrow (Thursday) , the Congress begins two and a half days of intense
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deliberations, turning their sole attention to debating and adopting a comprehensive set of
potent "Civic Actions" every American can implement, en masse, to effect a peaceful
restoration of Constitutional Order.
These lawful, (non-violent) civic actions, (fully lawful and protected by the Right to enforce the
First Amendment Right to Petition), will be designed to significantly affect the functioning of
both state and federal institutions which have been complicit in enabling or otherwise aiding
or allowing the destruction of the Constitution and/or the Fundamental Rights of the People.
On Saturday afternoon, the agenda plans for the Delegates set to move to adopt the full
package consisting of First Amendment Petitions for Redress of Grievances, "Remedial
Instructions" to be served upon state and federal officials, and the slate of "Civic Actions"
designed for everyday Americans to implement to resist the tyrants and engage in the battle
to restore Liberty.
The final package generated by the Congress will be formally known as the "Articles of
Association" and signed (Saturday afternoon) by the Delegates of Continental Congress
2009. Means are currently being developed for citizens everywhere across America to
likewise sign the Articles of Association and join the battle to hold our government
accountable to the Law.
The current intent for the Articles of Association is that when "x" million (tbd) Americans
publicly commit to personally embrace and execute at least some portion of the (peaceful)
plan of Civic resistance, the plan of "Civic Actions" will be fully activated and its full effects
soon manifest against our errant institutions of government. More details will be announced
following the conclusion of the CC2009 assembly on November 21.

Donations Still Needed -- Please!
The WTP Foundation has significant costs it must still cover in connection with
hosting and producing the Continental Congress 2009 event, including the cost of the
professionally produced webcast enabling thousands to witness the full proceedings of this
historic event at no cost.
Please consider a fully tax-deductible donation to the 501(c)3 WTP Foundation or to receive
the beautiful .999 pure silver CC2009 commemorative medallion. Again, we offer many, many
thanks for your support that has made this event possible thus far.
We urge everyone to please consider making a of any amount and support this critical
initiative to restore our Founding Principles and protect the Light of Liberty. (If you have
not visited our website before, please first join our email list.)
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Use this
special WTP e-store link
to donate $100 and receive
a FREE 1 oz, .999 pure
silver CC2009
commemorative medallion!
Use any major credit card,
PayPal
or you can mail in your donation:
Mail-in Donate form
(if mailed, please note CC2009
offer)

PLEASE NOTE: online donations made to WTP through our " general"
donation streams are NOT eligible for the CC2009 medallion offer.
spec ific " donations through our state PayPal buttons are likewise, NOT
eligible for the CC2009 medallion offer.
Click here to donate and receive the CC2009 silver medallion.

This message was sent to address by
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We The People Foundation For Constitutional Education
2458 Ridge Road, Queensbury, New Y ork 12804
http://givemeliberty.org/
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